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Presentation Notes
Welcome to the online self-guided ULead Information Session!Whether you heard about ULead from someone who’s participated, from your manager, via our website or just by word of mouth, we’re glad you are interested in learning more. We’re excited to share more information about ULead and other leadership development opportunities at UNM.This information session will:  DISCUSS & DEFINE leadership qualitiesDESCRIBE ULead & other development options at UNM ANDHelp you DECIDE whether ULead is right for you, right now, and if so, the next steps for registrationLet’s get started!



Identify the leader in this picture 
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Presentation Notes
Take a look at this picture. Can you pick out the leader at this table? Is it everyone? No one? Here’s a new perspective: it’s all about context. It could be any of the participants, at any time in their career. 
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As development began on what turned into today’s ULead program, we realized that how we chose to define leadership and management would significantly impact what ULead would look like. We asked ourselves: are leadership and management the same thing? Different? Somewhere in-between?Before we tell you what we decided, let’s think about leadership together. Close your eyes for a moment. Imagine the person who has been your best example of leadership. This may be someone you know from work, school, or another setting. What makes them stand out? What qualities do they have?   We suspect that your answers were similar to these: (although there are many other possible answers!)		* Focused on team interests/needs	* Inspirational	* High integrity	* Sets clear goals	* Models the way	* Shares their vision	* Communicates clearly	* Expects the best	* Is supportive, encouraging, and recognizes others
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Presentation Notes
Focus for a moment on the center of the slide: Leadership is not a position or a title, it is action and example . . . Does the quote connect at all with the qualities you came up with when you thought about your ‘ideal’ leader? Did you think about the person’s title or place on an org chart, or did you think about how he or she made the people around them feel? ULead assumes that leadership opportunities exist for everyone, regardless of hierarchical level or position. We want to help create momentum on UNM’s campus for leaders at all levels to identify, grow, and leverage their current spheres of influence, and facilitate their connections with others on the same leadership journey.  It’s for anyone who wants to make a positive impact on the people and environment around them. If you’re ready to challenge yourself in this way, ULead is ready for you.  
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Being successful in this program requires a few specific qualities. Are you the kind of person who: 	* Has a persistent desire to know / thirst to learn?	* Asks difficult questions? Asks the right questions?	* Takes appropriate risks (not the same as acting rashly!)?	* Promotes experimentation in yourself and in others?	* Learns from your mistakes?	* Inspires and encourages others?Do others believe you have these qualities? In addition to being key descriptors of leadership qualities, these qualities apply equally well to people who are driven by curiosity.  Curiosity and leadership go hand-in-hand. It sparks learning – and to quote JFK: ‘Leadership and learning are indispensable to each other.’Are you curious to learn more about ULead?
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ULead is about uncovering your innate leadership potential and getting tools that can show you how to leverage it to positively influence the people around you. IMPORTANT: Being in a manager / supervisory position and/or having direct reports is not necessary to participate in the ULead program or to exhibit leadership qualities.	



How ULead Can Benefit U

Concentrated time commitment - 8 days over 8 weeks

Dedicated sponsor(s) for each program  
Spring 2017: Amy Coburn & Rick Henrard, Directors of 
Planning Design & Construction 

Cohort format builds relationships and community

Dive deeply into topics to gain multiple perspectives on a 
single theme

Apply content immediately in UNM’s context 

Experience a safe venue to take risks and make mistakes

Experience multiple ways to learn: in person, 
online, peer-to-peer, mentoring, etc.
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ULead is designed for individuals passionate about developing as a leader, who have the time and energy to participate in an intensive learning experience, and who are ready to contribute to positive change.  Some of the ways that ULead may benefit you are shown on the slide above. ULead is built on knowledge application and behavior change. The program supports learners in integrating new content through regular reinforcement and via opportunities for participants to contribute their thinking to the bigger picture. By design, ULead is on-going (in other words, learning is a lifelong journey) and participants can come to more than one ULead program – for example, if you attended the Spring 2017 session, you’re welcome to come to the Fall 2017 session. Maybe you want to wait until 2018. There are no prerequisites and no requirement that you participate in any particular order. We believe that helping you to succeed in ULead means offering voluntary support to managers with participants in the program. We offer managers weekly calls to ensure they: 	* Understand what participants learned	* Are alert to finding and creating opportunities for participants to apply their knowledge back in the work place



 

ULead Spring 2017 – People, Projects and Positive Persuasion 
 

 
 

Orientation  ................................................................................................... March 7 
 
5 Choices for Extraordinary Productivity  ..................................................... March 14 
 
Project Management: Foundation & Initiate ............................................... March 21 
 
Strategies for Influencing Others .................................................................. March 28 
 
Project Management: Plan ........................................................................... April 4 
 
Driving Change .............................................................................................. April 11 
 
Project Management: Execute, Monitor & Close ......................................... April 18 
 
Project Presentation ..................................................................................... April 25  
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The Spring 2017 ULead program theme is People, Projects and Positive Persuasion. Great project management skills are important, and can help reduce your stress and increase your success. However, the greatest project management plan in the world isn’t helpful unless you have the skills to get your team motivated and committed to the end goal! This session will help ensure you have tools to help you both from the process side AND the people side. On any given day, the program may include a mix of skill building, content, and application to UNM’s context. Throughout the program, you’ll be working on a team project that will require time outside the hours spent in the sessions.We are very strict about the need to commit to the program upfront. Attendance at all eight (8) sessions, from 8:30 am through 5:00 pm, is required.  We believe that you will come out of ULead with new networks, connections, insights, and experiences, but we don’t pretend that comes without hard work. Now you’ve got a better idea of what’s involved. ULead may or may not be the right choice for you right now, for any number of reasons. You need to consider several factors that impact your development needs: 	* Is the timing right? – what’s your overall workload, special project work, your department’s current staffing situation	* How deeply do you need to delve into a topic? – maybe there are better just-in-time options for your needs	* Are there personal constraints on your participation?There are many opportunities available in addition to or in place of ULead participation (for example, stand-alone EOD courses, Anderson School of Management, UNM Continuing Education, volunteering, mentors).Everyone’s learning journey is unique. There’s no one-size-fits-all method, so identify your specific needs and how you can meet them.
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Learning and development occur via many channels, not just in a classroom or through a book . . . If you’re interesting in exploring options other than ULead, get more information by contacting:	* Employee & Organizational Development	* Your HR Client Services Consultant	* UNM’s Continuing Education department	* Anderson School of Management



NEXT STEPS . . . . 
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If you’ve decided that ULead is right for you now, here are your next steps:	* Speak with your manager / supervisor	* Certify that you’ve done so through Learning Central	* Register via Learning Central	* We’ll take it from there!We’re excited about the program and hope you are, too. 



QUESTIONS?

Mary Farias / mfarias@unm.edu / 505-277-2946

Shary Tompkins / stompkins@unm.edu / 505-277-0881

mailto:mfarias@unm.edu
mailto:stompkins@unm.edu


APPENDIX
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You can use the next few slides as handouts to help you start a conversation with your supervisor about participating in an upcoming ULead Program.



TIPS FOR TALKING WITH YOUR MANAGER ABOUT ULEAD

 SCHEDULE TIME to sit down and talk – don’t make it a hallway conversation!
 EXPLAIN that you’ve been considering your professional development options
 USE the summary on the reverse and the session list to describe the program to 

your manager
 EXPLAIN that managers of participants will have coaching & support available to 

help maximize the benefit of the program
 SHARE why you think this is right for you at this time
 DISCUSS whether he/she has any objections to you participating
 HEAD TO Learning Central and get started!



ULead Commitment Summary

It’s essential that both participants and their managers understand what participating in 
a ULead program requires. Both participant and manager have a role in making 
participation successful. Participants commit to:

 Actively participating in every classroom session: 8:00 – 5:00 pm on 8 consecutive 
Tuesdays 

 Completing a team project requiring time in and outside of the classroom

A manager support program will be available 
via Skype to help managers support their 
participant and maximize the program’s 
value. Participation is strongly encouraged. 
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